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In 2001, as part of an anthropological research study, I spent
five weeks with street children and youngsters in Jogjakarta,
Indonesia. “Tykian”, the acronym of the Javanese “sithik ning
lumayan”, literally means: “a little, but enough”. This is the
name they have given themselves – a way of making the harsh life
they lead attractive and of coping with it. Convinced that the
young were best placed to show what the street is like, I suggested
we put together a cross testimony.
Through portraits of those who took part in the project, reminiscent
of police imagery, I wished to expose the way street children
are perceived and treated: as delinquent outlaws. A sequence of
colour images taken by the young with disposable cameras, which
they then ordered and annotated, relates from the inside a day in
Gondomanan, the junction where they live. Commented on drawings
made it possible to depict in a different way their environment,
their state of mind and their attachment to the street. Finally,
my own photographs, in black and white, throw a new light on these
youngsters’ everyday life.
I chose to confront different points of view and to multiply the
supports as I wished to question as much the documentary approach
as the complexity of an unrecognized phenomenon.
This work was the object of an exhibition and a booklet produced
by Unesco, in Paris, in 2004.
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Kalop, 19

It’s the morning: we get up

A day in Gondomanan

Wash at the well

Take our shoes

Go and play the guitar at the crossroads

Count the money earned and put together

And all eat together out of
the same newspaper sheet

Once we’ve eaten our fill, we can relax
(our feet are dirty)

We share a cigarette

Play cards

Sniff glue

Sometimes to the point where
we can’t get up

That’s when a patrol arrives
“What are you doing in the street
in the middle of the night ?”
“Nothing wrong. We’re just playing.
We live on the street.”
There are two possibilities...

If the police finds a child it’s looking for,
or if, for example, they realize that one
of us has drugs, they take him to the local
police station where he is held in custody.

If they have nothing against us, they
still ask us to lie down at the back of
the gas-station and to sleep there.

But sometimes, the guitar might be broken
(or, more generally, earning money
might prove difficult)

We then have to look for
leftovers in the garbage

In a small shack near the crossroads,
behind the video games room,
we can heat up the leftovers.

After which, we make fire
to warm ourselves up

Beneath the road signs representing the
crossroad, and Jogja’s streetlight.

Finally, we look at the moon,
before going to sleep.

Kalop (19), here, has portrayed himself tied and ridden
roughshod by the rich. His being tied up is recalled
by the knot on the top right. His eyes and mouth are
shut because, ever since he was a child, he cannot look
at others nor talk. No one pays him any attention. That
is why he sometimes uses the hammer, on the left, to break
down arrogant people. The streetlight, which regulates the
work at the crossroads, is broken, because one is no longer
allowed, as was the case before, to beg by playing music.
But the street is all white and clean: it is, nevertheless,
still possible to live there. “Before, the rich and the
poor were the same”, says Kalop. Now, “you, you’re poor,
there’s no point in your following”. I don’t want to be
despised because I’m poor. If it were possible, I’d rather
we were one, but the rich and the poor live separately”.

“This is the beggars’ house”
Shown here, pictured like the
rooms of a house, are the strategic
places that Sony, like the others,
occupies, uses or knows. To these
places, different activities
correspond. Their importance in
everyday life varies from one child
to another, from a situation to the
next. The drawing shows both the
weight of the urban space in the
child’s identity construction and
a surprising knowledge of that space
for a twelve-year-old child.

Dini (18) conjured up several facets of her
experience on the street. On top, on the
Malioboro avenue, the two places where she
used to hang around: the area around the
Parliament (DPR) and the public toilets in
front of the Mutiara Hotel. The crossroads
underneath at the right is Gondomanan’s,
where she also spent a lot of time. The pink
pattern recalls the pink light of Jogja’s
streetlights: it symbolises the street.
Today, Dini lives in the Indrianaty shelter
and has gone back to school: it is herself
she has represented, sitting at a desk, clad
in black. On both sides of the round table
at which adults are sitting, she wrote:
“Dissatisfied people are very busy talking
politics. Rejected and ostracized people are
voiceless.” And, on the left: “The street life
phenomenon turns us into wild and dehumanized
creatures”.

Gondamanan’s
crossroads
seen by Ipanx
(18)

In the opposite drawing, Kalop has notably shown the
reasons he left for the streets. The two faces represent,
on the left, his stepfather, on the right, his real father.
The latter is thinner, because he leads a harsh life: he
collects used cardboard-boxes for recycling. Kalop left
home because he was constantly reprimanded and beaten
by his step-dad, often drunk in the evenings. He refused
to obey him or to go fishing with him, to pull the nets
from the beach all day: that was very tiring, especially
when the weather was very hot. He particularly remembers
a violent fight with his step-father, which his mother,
helpless and in tears, witnessed. Soon, he will turn 20
(thus the candles and the 20 crosses drawn on a kind of
white parchment.) For that occasion, he would very much
like to go home to his mother and embrace her (the two
undulating bodies at the bottom), but he does not dare to
do so, as he fears being scolded by his stepfather again.
His father, too, remarried and still lives in Semarang
(North of Java) with his elder brother. Kalop goes back
from time to time.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Content of the exhibition
Personal photos
6 b&w prints in frames 51x51cm
9 b&w prints in frames 35x51 cm
l

Photos by the young
20 colour prints in frames 20x30cm
l

Drawings by the young
8 colour ink-jet prints in frames various sizes
from 18x24cm to 30x45cm
l

Presentation texts
1 title, 2 texts 39x51cm,
2 texts 29x81 cm, 1 map 29x52cm
l

Captions
29 captions 5x10cm
5 captions 21x30cm
l

Texts and captions are in French and in English
The whole content is stored in 2 crates
Sizes: 73,5 x 64,5 x 58cm & 94,1 x 51,5 x 70,5 cm
Total weight: 80 kg
Global insurance value: 15 250 euros
Linear meters required: 30 m

The exhibition is available for hire, for a flat fee
corresponding to the transfer of author’s rights, and
according to the venue and the duration of the exhibition.
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